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Abstract
In the last decade, advances in technology have transformed the way in which we work,
making it more and more fluid. One manifestation of this phenomenon is the fact that the
border between work and non-work is disappearing. Many people, indeed, often work even
on weekends. Moreover, a large number of workers continue working outside their home or
their office environments. For example, it is more and more frequent to see managers or
employees engaged in work calls in airports, public transport, cafés, hotels or other ‘liminal
spaces’. These spaces have become a part of workers’ daily routines and contribute to building
their identities in a changing world. In this article, I consider the concepts of liminality and of
identity, as discussed in the literature. Then, I examine the construction of workers’ identity
in these ‘places of passage’. I focus, especially, on what happens both in public transport and
in other ‘places of passage’, such as cafés, airports and railway stations.

1.

Introduction

The scholar Casey (1993), in his book Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed Understanding
of the Place-World, connects spaces with people’s ability to dwell within them. He describes
how people create a sense of stability and belonging in the places they inhabit. Moreover, he
argues that “the place we occupy, however briefly – has everything to do with what and who
we are (and finally, that we are)” (Casey, 1993: xiii, emphasis in the original). Among these
places, it is possible to make a distinction between those that are dominant and those that are
liminal. The former are places that are stable, such as the home and the workplace; conversely,
the latter include places of passage or transition, such as railway stations, airports, hotels,
cafés, and so on.
Several scholars (Duffy, 1997; Donkin, 2009; Shortt, 2015) stress that nowadays many people
do their business activities in transitory spaces. This is happening especially as work is
becoming more and more fluid in nature (Donkin, 2009). Both dominant and transition spaces
can strongly influence workers’ or organisations’ identity (Gagliardi, 1990; Yanow, 2006). In
reference to the latter, for example, lifts are useful sites for communicating corporate goals, by
hanging posters inside; hence, they could reveal something about the identity of the
organisation (Dale and Burrell, 2008: 283). Moreover, according to Dale and Burrell (2008), in
liminal spaces there is the opportunity for workers’ emotions, identity and meaning to arise.
Unlike the two scholars just mentioned, Augé (1995) defined liminal spaces - such as airports,
hotels, and motorways - as ‘non-places’. In Augé’s (1995: 77) view, liminal spaces – unlike
‘places’ – do not allow for the creation of identity. In response to Augé (1995), Shortt (2015)
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empirically demonstrates why liminal spaces cannot be defined as ‘non-places’, arguing:
“think of graffiti on street corners or the ‘usual spots’ snatched up in public parks by groups
of teenagers to notice how individuals, who may lack their own formal territories, often
attempt to assert a sense of power, control and subjectivity and create their own footholds
within the liminal spaces around them” (Shortt, 2015: 653).
In this article, I share Shortt’s (2015) ideas related to liminal spaces, and in particular, I seek
to understand the extent to which certain specific liminal spaces shape workers’ identities. I
will focus, especially, on public transport, such as buses, trains, undergrounds, and on places
of passage, such as railway stations and airports.
To answer this question, I have structured the article as follows. After having specified the
type of methodology used, I will offer an overview of the current literature on liminality and
identity. Next, I will provide some brief comments oriented to illustrate how workers’ identity
can arise also in liminal spaces. Finally, I will propose my conclusions and ideas for future
research.

2.

Methodology

For the methodology used to identify relevant published output related to the concepts of
both liminality and identity, I used the ‘snowballing’ technique (Greenhalgh and Peacock,
2005). I looked, in particular, for the words ‘liminality’ and ‘identity’ in papers published in
business and management journals by using four electronic databases: Web of Science,
PsycINFO, JSTOR and Google Scholar. Then, among the 200 articles found, I selected the main
contributions that best fit with the conceptual analysis of this article. In fact, I quoted both the
most cited authors dealing with liminality and identity in literature, and those scholars who
applied them in relation to work and organisations.

3.

The spreading of liminality in literature

In the organisational literature, several authors have focused in depth on the concept of rites
of passage (Trice and Beyer, 1984; Schultz, 1991; Eriksson-Zetterquist, 2002; Islam and Zyphur,
2009; Mayrhofer and Iellatchitch, 2004). For example, Schultz (1991: 503) used the expression
“rite of transitions” to indicate “the ritualization of the entry and the exit of each symbolic
domain”. Trice and Beyer identified rites of passage as rituals simplifying the transitions of
“persons into social roles and statuses that are new for them” (Trice and Beyer, 1984: 657).
Eriksson-Zetterquist (2002) evoked the concept of rites in the organisational context by
describing a trainee program in a transnational company. Moreover, Matrhofer and
Iellatchitch (2004) recognised the importance of rites of passage for creating a sense of job
security.
The anthropologists Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) and Turner (1974, 1982) introduced the notion
of liminal space to indicate a period of time/space ‘in between’, occurring especially during an
individual’s rite of passage (also called ‘liminal rites’ by Van Gennep). Van Gennep (1960
[1909]) defined this period of liminality as temporary, transitory, and related to uncertainty.
He distinguished, in particular, among three levels of a rite of passage: separation, transition
and incorporation. The first one - the separation - includes a departure from the previous life
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of individuals involved. The second phase – the transition – involves the condition of
liminality, experienced by people who left their previous social environments. Finally, the
incorporation phase consists in people entering in a new life.
Max Gluckman (1962) built upon Van Gennep’s (1960 [1909]) research, focusing on the
‘affiliation rites’. Victor Turner (1969) also developed Van Gennep’s (1960 [1909]) work,
sharing his vision of a non-well clarified identity or position for individuals entering in a
liminal phase. He stressed, in particular, that (Turner, 1969: 95):
The attributes of liminality or a liminal personae (‘threshold people’) are necessarily
ambiguous, since this condition and these persons elude or slip through the network of
classifications that normally locate states and positions in cultural spaces. Liminal entities
are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed
by law, custom, convention and ceremonial.

More specifically, Turner (1991) identified the three phases mentioned above, although he
referred to them with different terms. Turner (1991: 94-95), in particular, held these stages to
be: (a) the separation from the “social structure”; (b) the entrance in the anti-structure (the
“communitas”), and (c) the rehabilitation in the ordinary social context. Turner (1982: 27) saw
the anti-structure phase as a liminal space, one that is free from “structural obligations”.
Furthermore, he substituted Van Gennep’s (1960 [1909]) term ‘liminality’ with ‘liminoid’, to
indicate something “not quite liminal” (Turner, 1982: 32).
However, I have here chosen to use the classic word ‘liminality’, considering that other
scholars recognised that there is not a ‘great divide’ between the two words (Sahlins, 1993,
2000).
In the literature, the concept of liminality began to gain momentum two decades ago. Starting
from the works of Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) and Turner (1969, 1982, 1991), scholars have
applied the concept of liminality in a wide variety of academic fields, including education
(Meyer and Land, 2005; Cook-Sather, 2006), health studies (Peleg et al., 1999; Pearce, 2003),
tourism and leisure (Preston-Whyte, 2004; Pritchard and Morgan, 2006), social/cultural
geography (Shields, 1991; Andrews and Roberts, 2012; Thomassen, 2012) and consumer
research (Mehta and Belk, 1991).
Some authors (Turner, 1982; Ashforth, 2001: 14) have defined liminality as both as a
psychological state implying the lack of a link between the self and an important social context,
such as work, and as the possibility to be “betwixt and between” two conflicting identities
(Newman, 1999: 91; Ibarra, 2003). Moreover, some academics discuss liminality in relation to
job loss or retirement, characterised by a lack of identity (Newman, 1999; Ashfort, 2001).
The notion of liminality is gaining ground also in the area of organisation studies. Among
others, Garsten (1999) applies the concept of liminality to study temporary employees.
Tempest and Starkey (2004) connect it with individual and organisational learning, whereas
Hawkins and Edwards (2013) associate it with leadership learning for management and
business undergraduate students. Sturdy et al. (2006) use it to analyse business dinners. Ibarra
(2007) links it to identity transitions, and Beech (2011) relates it to identity reconstruction.
Moreover, Czarniawska and Mazza (2003), in their research, apply the condition of liminality
to the activity of consulting.
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Thomassen (2012) highlights that the notion of liminality – as predominantly discussed in the
literature – concerns a temporal dimension. This derives from Van Gennep’s (1960 [1909])
consideration of liminal space as those periods of time in which individuals live ritualistic
passages from one state to another. However, Van Gennep (1960 [1909]) also describes liminal
spaces in a physical sense, such as when he analyses borders and doorways in rituals. In fact,
even Thomassen (2012: 26) stresses that “the spatial dimensions of liminality can relate to
specific places […] a doorway […] area or zones […] border areas […] prisons […] airports”.
In the literature, several authors have analysed this physical nature of liminal spaces. For
example, Preston-Whyte (2004: 350) identified beaches as “limbo-like space(s) often beyond
normal social and cultural constraints. In these spaces can be found brief moments of freedom
and escape from the daily grind of social responsibilities”. Pritchard and Morgan (2006: 764)
define hotels as liminal spaces where “anonymity, romance and adventure” can arise. Iedema
et al. (2012: 41) examine hospital corridors, showing how they are a liminal space in which
persons can engage in conversations. Hence, liminal spaces can be seen both in a
physical/spatial manner and in a temporal manner. Here, I focus on the former.
However, before explaining how the physical/spatial dimension of liminal spaces relates to
workers’ identity, it is necessary to examine the literature relating to the concept of identity.

4.

The concept of identity

The field of identity theory is vast; indeed, it is discussed on multiple levels, including that
of organisational, professional, individual and social studies. Leary and Tangney (2003)
underline that the theme of identity has been examined for nearly 3000 years within religious
philosophies, such as Buddhism. Current debates on identity are based on Enlightenment
philosophers’ ideas, considering for example the thought of Locke, Descartes, Hume, Kant,
and so on. In the psychological field, questions on the self arose especially with Freud, who
inspired the identities-oriented research cognitive psychology (McCall and Simmons, 1966;
Stryker, 1980). Nowadays, in the area of sociology, scholars especially blend the theories of
Marx (1972), Cooley (1902) and Mead (1934) to analyse the matters of the self and identity.
These two elements sometimes appear as overlapping, and many authors do not distinguish
between them. However, in Giddens’ (1991: 53) words, self-identity is “the self as reflexively
understood by the person […] self-identity is continuity (across time and space) as interpreted
reflexively by the agent”. On the contrary, in Sveningsson and Alvesson’s (2003: 1168)
definition, identity is “the (conscious) struggle to respond to the question ‘who am I’”.
The notion of identity is connected to the different meaning that an individual or people
attach to oneself and others (Gecas, 1982). These meanings refer to people’s social roles (social
identities) as well as to their character traits (personal identities) (Gecas, 1982; Ashfort, 2001).
According to some authors (Stryker and Serpe, 1982; Ebaugh, 1988; Ashforth et al., 2001),
people have many changing identities, but some are more embedded in their daily life, while
others are significant only under specific circumstances. In Ebaugh’s (1988) view, work
identities have a high degree of intensity, which is the degree of effort used in the integration
between the self and the role one must play. Moreover, according to Hughes (1958), people
have several ‘master statuses’ around which they organise their self-identities and by which
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they are recognised in society. These master statuses concern sex, family and occupational
roles.
Multiple identities constitute the self-concept and they are socially constructed and
negotiated (Cooley, 1902; Mead, 1934; Goffman, 1959; Baumeister, 1986). These mutable
identities coexist within a self that remains stable across situations and over time (Breakwell,
1986; Baumeister, 1998).
In organisation literature, various authors have studied both identity construction and
identity work (Snow and Anderson, 1987; Kunda, 1992; Alvesson and Willmott, 2002; Fiol,
2002; Collinson, 2003; Costas and Fleming, 2009; Thornborrow and Brown, 2009; Whittle et al.,
2009). Snow and Anderson (1987: 1348) define identity work as “the range of activities
individuals engage in to create, present, and sustain personal identities that are congruent
with and supportive of the self-concept”. Moreover, according to Kunda (1992), the notion of
identity work cannot be separated from the concept of role. In fact, he defines a role as a
disposition related to how organisational members should feel about themselves and their
work. In dealing with identity construction/identity work, Alvesson and Willmott (2002)
investigated interactions such as managerial efforts to ‘manufacture’ subjectivities. Collinson
(2003) explores employees’ resistance (considered as a form of emancipation from the
employer), which allows them to construct a more positive sense of self to that provided by
the organisation. Thornborrow and Brown (2009) examine people trying to switch from a
‘current self’ to an aspirational identity. Conversely, Costas and Fleming (2009) discuss people
seeking to leave their work-imposed identity to enter into their ‘authentic’ self. In Fiol’s (2002)
view, it is possible to recognise identities as characterised by a ‘before’ and an ‘after’.
Moreover, according to Whittle et al., (2009), multiple identities can co-exist in the same person.
Other scholars define identity work also as people’s involvement referred to forming,
maintaining or strengthening their identities (Snow and Anderson, 1987; Svenigsson and
Alvesson, 2003), including the effort “by self (in claiming) and ‘other’ (in granting)” (Bartel
and Dutton, 2001: 120) that builds and supports those identities. Through this line of thinking
it is possible to understand how people both cope with multiple or ambiguous identities
(Elsbach, 1999; Ashforth et al., 2000; Pratt and Foreman, 2000; Bartel and Dutton, 2001;
Svenginsson and Alvesson, 2003) and shape role identities to better adapt their sense of self
(Van Maanen, 1998; Ibarra, 1999; Kreiner et al., 2006; Pratt, Rockmann and Kaufmann, 2006).
Job crafting academics emphasised some individuals’ reactions oriented to change the task,
relational and cognitive dimensions of their work (Wrzesniewski and Dutton, 2001; Berg,
Dutton and Wrzesniewski, 2013; Lazazzara, Tims and de Gennaro, 2020). In this way, workers
can experience a higher level of job autonomy, with connected implications for their skills,
talents, and identities (Cable, 2019).
All things considered, how could the notion of identity be linked with the phenomenon of
work in a changing world? To answer this question, in the following section, first, I will
describe the nature of contemporary work, then I will explore its link with the construction of
workers’ identity.
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5.

The arising of workers’ identity in liminal spaces

In the literature, there is a broad debate related to the nature of contemporary work. For
example, Putnam (2000) argues that work is contributing to the decline of our society, as it
totally dominates our lives. Moreover, Hochschild (2001) stresses that work is substituting
home and social ties. The scholar Garsten (1999) highlights the “flexible” nature of
contemporary work, arguing that “[t]he ‘flexibility discourse’ is ripe with positive images of
versatile organizations employing likewise versatile employees, challenging the traditional
institutions of stable, enduring organizations and workforces” (Garsten, 1999: 601). Moreover,
Garsten (1999) recognises the ‘betwixt and between’ nature of contemporary work contracts,
which are continuously changing between a temporary and a fixed dimension. Due to its fluid
and flexible nature, the organisation has also been defined as a ‘gas’ that spreads into every
part of life (Deleuze, 1992).
Bauman (1995: 268-269) describes the fluid spatial dimension of workers well, claiming that:
The life of men and women of our time is much like that of tourists-through-time: they
cannot and would not decide in advance what places they will visit and what the sequence
of stations will be; what they know for sure is that they will keep on the move, never sure
whether the place they have reached is their final destination. Whoever knows that is
unlikely to strike deep roots in any of the places and to develop too strong an attachment
to the locals. What s/he is likely to do is to treat each place as a temporary stay, significant
only through the satisfactions s/he derives from it; but s/he must be ready to move again,
whenever satisfaction diminishes or whenever greener pastures beckon elsewhere.

The spaces where people work change constantly, and this unavoidably generates a strong
temporal-spatial instability. In fact, as highlighted by Tempest et al. (2007: 1050):
[…] to make companies more responsive to dynamic, global markets flexible
organizational forms are being advocated that build on network forms via project teams,
virtual organizations, and other transient forms of organization that are lean in number
and focused on demanding goals.

According to Garsten (1999: 606), “liminality in the context of work may be seen as an
alternative to work as organized and structured in bureaucratic, industrial organizations; an
alternative to regular, full-time employment contracts”. I would add that liminality - in the
context of work - may also be found in the continuous movement between the places where
people do their jobs. In fact, in the course of doing their jobs, people continuously experience
rites of passages from one place to another. Despite its discontinuous nature, the workplace
still constitutes the main place for the formation of self-identity (Turner, 1971; Miller and Rose,
1995). I stress, in particular, that workers’ identity can be shaped by different and fluid places in which
people work every day. To explain this, it is helpful to examine the connection between liminal
spaces and the construction of workers’ identity.
I define people working in liminal places as ‘liminal workers’ who continuously live at the
boundaries between entering and leaving. However, liminal places also contribute to the
building of workers’ identity. In fact, as highlighted by Turner (1982), liminal places allow
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people to acquire new skills by exiting from institutional norms and to transfer them into the
mainstream (Schein, 1996; Schrage, 1999; Brown and Starkey, 2000).
The concept of identity derives from the Latin word ‘id’, which means ‘the same’. Apparently,
this etymological origin seems as opposed to that of the word liminality, deriving from the
Latin word ‘limen’ (meaning threshold). This latter, indeed, indicates a period of time/space at
the boundary. There appears to be a paradox here: the stable nature of identity seems
incompatible with the uncertain and transitory nature of liminal spaces.
Despite this ambiguity, I enlarge the connection between liminality and identity by
considering both public transport places and other places of passage as spaces fostering
workers’ identity constructions.
Blending Turner’s (1974: 13) words, in liminal spaces “anything may happen” and people
can experience a degree of freedom. In fact, in traditional workplaces, employees can feel
judged and observed by both their clients and their colleagues. Conversely, when they work
in liminal spaces, they are not controlled by other people, for instance for their clothing. The
act of answering a work call in a train or to sending a work email in the airport – for example
– identify people as ‘workers’ within the liminal space in which they are situated. Hence,
working in liminal spaces fosters a sort of social identification, as it allows people to express who they
are outside their office environments. Moreover, many people freely choose to work in liminal
spaces, for example, in a particular bar where they feel comfortable. This choice could become
a routinise event of their working life.
In my view, in liminal places, workers can show themselves to unknown people
(representing the society as a whole) as strongly engaged in their work activities. This may
contribute to reinforcing their social identity. Furthermore, working in a bar or in other place
of passage, such as airports or railway stations, allows workers to isolate themselves; this
episode is typical of rites of passage, which imply an ‘emptying’ of people entering in the rite.
The resulting factor of ‘isolation’ allows workers to concentrate, so as to both reinforce their
identity and maybe also to increase their work performance.
In this way, workers jump out of the world to build their sense-making, understanding that
the sense of the world is outside the world (Wittgenstein, 1994). This may happen as liminal
rites generate a sort of detachment from the world. Furthermore, thanks to the nature of these
rites, even the conditions for overcoming this same detachment are created.
Week-ends, by interrupting the flow of daily time, have also been defined as liminal spaces,
as people exit from their working activities to enter into a dimension of rest (Islam, 2016).
Similarly, when workers enter places of passage, in a sense, they feel freer to the same extent
as when they enter into the week-end. Of course, this could be true for those workers who are
not so overwhelmed with work or anxious about making ends meet that continuing to work
in public places is a free choice for them. In fact, in places of passages, they can decide or to
rest (for example, sleeping or reading a book) either to continue working, and this happens
also during the week-end.
Their free choice allows us to understand how liminal spaces can determine worker’s
identity. In fact, although in most cases, liminal spaces could include an element of rest (in
case of both the week-end and some places of passage), nevertheless, people crossing into
them can freely decide to continue their working activities. The choice of rest rather than
continuing to work contributes to delineating worker’s identity.
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6.

Conclusions and future research prospects

The organisation of work is constantly changing as technology evolves, allowing people to
work everywhere. Most workers are affected by this process of change, which implies
transformations in the construction of workers’ identities.
With reference to these continuous changes in contemporary work, Garsten (1999: 604) writes
about “temporary workers”, highlighting that “the mobile and transient position of temps […]
undermines the development of community in the workplace; which becomes inherently
fragile and episodic”. In fact, it is becoming more and more difficult to foster the creation of
bonds in interpersonal relationships within organisations due to the fluid structure of
companies.
The construction of workers’ identity can verify also in places of passage and public
transport, which are liminal spaces where ‘liminal workers’ can continue doing their jobs, even
outside their workplaces. In a sense, every place in which we live could nowadays become a
‘workplace’, from our home to other social environments. This is happening because of the
extremely flexible nature of work and of organisations.
Given this picture, future research could aim, for example, to study the effects on workers’
identities of the space-time instability of their jobs. In future research, academics could
investigate how specific work conditions, the kind of activity, the duration of work in liminal
spaces and even the experience one has about working in liminal spaces could be relevant to
the identity (or multiple identities) development process. Furthermore, a long tradition in the
managerial and organisational studies suggests that the characteristics of the work situation is
crucial in influencing behaviours, motivations, goals, attitudes and emotions of the
individuals. In order to discover if this is also true for liminal spaces, future research could
investigate how specific characteristics (comfort, available technologies, etc.) of liminal spaces
contribute to shape the workers’ identities in different ways. Finally, another future path of
research could examine how this instability affects workers’ performance and work-life
balance.
Keywords
identity; identity work; liminality; liminal spaces; places of passage
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